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Mobile has revolutionized the way we communicate. The journey from making voice calls 
to downloading cool apps and interacting with over over-the-top (OTT) messaging services 
like WhatsApp and Viber is truly fascinating. With the advent of superfast data services 
and proliferation of feature-rich, yet inexpensive smartphones, communication through 
mobile is set to influence innovation for many years to come.

There is broad consensus that communication through mobile is powerful. Why? It is 
considered the most personal device and it’s in our possession nearly all the time. 
Secondly, mobile is the only place where a lot of channels—voice, messaging, social, web, 
and apps—flourish. These channels play a major role in peer-to-peer communication 
(commonly referred to as P2P communication), enterprise-to-peer communication (E2P) 
and even peer-to-enterprise communication. 

From an enterprise point of view, the most popular use of mobile as a channel is to 
acquire and service customers. Depending on factors such as the type of industry vertical, 
customer base, and ROI potential, an enterprise considers how to allocate resources to 
the mobile channel in order to enhance communications with its target audience.

Out of all the aforementioned channels in mobile, text messaging (SMS) or E2P messag-
ing, in particular, provides an effective medium for enterprises to connect and engage with 
their customers. The prominent reasons behind the popularity of text messaging are that 
it’s simple to use, it needs no training, and it’s available on all mobile phones.

Traditionally, enterprises have either not used text messaging at all, or they’ve used it for 
specific tactical initiatives. However, with concrete use cases predicting clear cut ROI and 
enhancing the customer experience, enterprises are gearing up to adopt text messaging in 
all of their mainstream communications. But to implement messaging initiatives in a 
coordinated manner and achieve a mature stage, there is still some guidance that enter-
prises seek to enhance the maturity of their messaging campaigns.

This paper aims to describe how enterprises can utilize text messaging in a productive 
manner and presents a stepwise approach to maximizing the outcomes of messaging 
campaigns, thereby improving customer experience and ROI.
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Before talking about the maturity model, let’s answer a few important questions you may 
have about mobile messaging as an effective communication channel:

 • Isn’t text messaging dead in the era of WhatsApp and Messenger?
 • Can’t we do the same communication over Email?
 • Why use text messaging when we have Apps?

Text Messaging Versus OTT
Whenever there is a discourse on “the death of messaging”, the reference is unknowingly 
towards P2P messaging. This is correct as the P2P messaging space has been progres-
sively intruded by OTT service providers such as WhatsApp, WeChat and the like. 
However, the A2P messaging share is increasing.

As per a research report*, the next few years “will mark a golden age for A2P messaging”, 
with the number of global A2P messages increasing from 1.4 trillion in 2013 to 2.19 trillion 
by 2018. Whether it’s Financial Services or Healthcare, Retail or Hospitality, enterprises 
across all industry verticals are increasingly using messaging to connect with their target 
audience and provide timely, personalized, and contextual information.

Text Messaging Versus Email
Email remains an effective channel to engage with your prospects and customers when 
information is not time-sensitive. However, there are certain communications that need to 
be delivered instantly and SMS serves as a perfect medium in such cases. This is validat-
ed by a research report which highlights that more than 90% of the messages received 
are opened within the first 3 minutes of delivery. Further, with the advent of the “Promo-
tions” tab in Gmail, many emails from enterprises are automatically routed to that folder 
and are missed by a majority of the audience. 

Why Text Messaging?

2*Gibbs, Colin. “Why A2P will save SMS — for a while, anyway.” May 28, 2014. 
https://gigaom.com/2014/05/28/why-a2p-will-save-sms-for-a-while-anyway/



Text Messaging Versus Push Notifications

Each communication channel commands its own status when it comes to interacting with 
the target audience. A smartphone app is an excellent medium to service customers and 
enhance loyalty. Nevertheless, communicating via your app has disadvantages:

 •     Very few enterprises can boast of a large customer base which regularly uses 
       their apps. 
 •     Communicating via apps excludes people who have not downloaded your app 
       or are not yet customers. 
 •     Apps have dependencies on the availability of data services and type of smart 
       phones, not to mention that it cannot be used by those customers who 
       use feature phones. 
 •     Many customers experience “app fatigue” and will simply not download one 
       more app if they don’t have to.

People still prefer using simple and familiar methods to interact with others, both peers  
and enterprises. Since text messaging needs no introduction or training, it comes naturally 
to people. Similarly, messaging serves as a non-intrusive communication channel and 
makes it convenient for the target audience to respond at their preferred time.
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Mobile Engagement refers to the interaction enterprises have with their target audiences 
using mobile messaging as the channel. The interaction can be either one-way or two-way 
in nature depending on the specific needs of the audience segment. The overall objective 
is to enhance the customer experience.

Generally, enterprises across industry verticals tend to adopt a disjointed approach to their 
mobile messaging initiatives. One reason is that enterprises  do not have sufficient 
confidence and visibility into whether their messaging programs will actually enhance the 
customer experience and generate a higher ROI.

Other reasons why enterprises struggle to implement efficient messaging initiatives 
include:

 •     Uncertainties regarding seamless integration of messaging campaigns with 
       overall digital initiatives
 •     Extra focus on other digital channels (especially on smartphone apps)
 •     Fears related to service delivery
 •     Not finding a suitable partner to help execute initiatives, both locally and 
       globally

The Mobile Engagement Maturity Model (MEMM) provides a framework for enterprises to
evaluate the maturity of their existing mobile messaging programs against a set of
predefined use cases. MEMM comprises three maturity stages and recommends
mobile engagement initiatives that can be implemented as part of each stage. An enterprise 
should implement the initiatives at one stage before moving to a higher one. 

The higher you move in the maturity model, the better the customer experience and higher 
the ROI you earn.

Mobile Engagement Maturity 
Model (MEMM)
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The following are the three stages of MEMM.

I.    INFORM
II.   ENGAGE
III.  EXCITE

The next few paragraphs explain the three maturity stages in detail and discuss 
representative use cases that can be implemented to attain a particular maturity stage. 
The use cases are representative in nature and span industry verticals in general.

I. INFORM

INFORM is the stage when enterprises use mobile messaging to send alerts or notifications 
to their target audience. These are usually one-way messages one-way in nature, 
providing information to customers.

Examples of popular use cases that fall under this category are: 

 •     Two-Factor Authentication (2FA)
 •     Shipping Notifications
 •     Emergency Alerts
 •     Service/Appointment Reminders 
 •     Product Updates
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Figure 1: Mobile Engagement Maturity Model (MEMM)



The more timely the notification, the better the customer experience. In terms of ROI, 
enterprises will realize the biggest cost savings with shipping notifications and two-factor 
authentication, as these reduce calls to the Inbound Contact Center. Enterprises can also 
realize revenue growth by using notifications to send product updates and promotional 
offers. Not only do customers act on these notifications, they sometimes forward them to 
family and friends. 

II. Engage

ENGAGE is the stage when enterprises use mobile messaging to provide some specific 
information to the target audience and then encourage them to provide a response. Once 
the customer responds, the enterprise takes suitable steps internally to acquire or service 
that particular customer.

Typical examples of popular use cases that fall under this category include: 

 •     Reschedule delivery in case of non-availability
 •     Confirm customer availability to talk about the product/service
 •     Collect Net Promoter Score/feedback post a service
 •     Get permission to upgrade product/service
 •     Provide answers to customer queries

The more timely and contextual the notification, the better the customer experience.

At the same time, enterprises continue to optimize initiatives run under the INFORM stage.
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From the perspective of ROI, enterprises gain big cost savings by reducing calls to 
the Inbound Contact Center regarding undelivered delivery shipments, capture 
better response rate for NPS in comparison to other channels, and answer specific 
queries that come from the customer. From the perspective of acquiring new 
customers, these notifications and incoming prospect response can nurture leads 
and provide the right time to Outbound Contact Center team to connect with the 
prospects at the right time.

Figure 3 Examples of messaging initiatives under ENGAGE stage

III. Excite

EXCITE is the most mature stage of mobile engagement in which enterprises use some 
amount of intelligence to understand free-text messages from their target audience, and 
provide appropriate response. In case the solution is not able to provide the response, the 
question is forwarded to the Outbound Contact Center team, which in turn calls the 
customer and provides the answer.

Consider a very common scenario where a customer loses her credit card. She is already 
in panic mode but has to suffer further agony when she has to wait for few minutes before 
she can get hold of a human voice. 

Fast forward to a situation where a Bank has implemented a Customer Helpline on SMS. 
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Figure 4 Examples of messaging initiatives under EXCITE stage

Messages DM-OPNMKT Details

Messages DM-OPNMKT Details
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Now, take a look again at the above-mentioned interaction. The entire communication 
would have taken less than a minute, and would have been convenient and efficient for 
both the customer and the bank. 

Moreover, refer to the 4th screenshot above. By proactively asking the customer to order 
a replacement card after blocking the existing card, the enterprise preempts the follow-up 
steps from the customer and provides an excellent experience.

From the perspective of ROI, enterprises can expect tremendous reduction in calls to the 
Inbound Contact Center regarding Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ). Additionally, from 
the perspective of the customer, there is decrease in cost incurred while sending an SMS 
vis-à-vis calling the Contact Center. Also, think about the convenience this kind of a 
solution brings to the customers. 

At the same time, enterprises continue to optimize initiatives run under INFORM and 
ENGAGE stages.
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Vendor Selection

A point to mention is that the MEMM does not focus on the selection of a solution provid-
er. However, enterprises should consider the following high-level criteria to select mobile 
engagement partners:

DomainExpertise – Does the solution provider possess the required expertise?

Service Flexibility – How efficient is the solution provider’s service?

Messaging Routes – How reliable and trusted are the provider’s messaging routes?

Global Scale – Can the service provider deliver messages in multiple countries?

Corporate Maturity – Is the solution provider financially stable?
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5 Criteria to Consider

Enterprises should consider these criteria when evaluating their mobile 
engagement partners.



Mobile is set to dominate the enterprise-to-person (E2P) communication in the future, and 
enterprises will continue to invest in A2P messaging to make interactions with their 
customers more contextual, timely, and personalized. 

MEMM intends to help enterprises take advantage of this trend to the fullest. The three 
maturity stages of MEMM serve as a guide for enterprises to refine communications with 
their target audience, leading to exceptional customer experience. 

As one of the famous quotes goes, “Customer Experience is the next competitive 
battleground”, MEMM may just help the enterprise get an upper hand.

Conclusion
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